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POVERTY STATISTICS are important. They help 
us know where progress is being made – 
or lost – and hold politicians to account.

So it is worth asking whether the poverty statis-
tics themselves are right. A new Resolution
Foundation report suggests that existing pover-
ty statistics need large corrections, with signifi-
cant implications for what we think about UK
poverty and how it has changed over the last
two decades.

Survey data
To understand why, we need to ask where such
statistics come from. How do we know how
many people are in poverty? The answer (for
now) is survey data. Specifically, the govern-
ment commissions the Family Resources
Survey, which asks almost 20,000 households
each year a detailed set of questions about their
income and other circumstances. A lot of work
goes into producing these results, which are
designed to be representative of the whole
country. But, inevitably, the data can only be as
accurate as the answers received from the sur-
vey respondents.

There are some known problems with this data,
from which the UK’s official poverty statistics
are calculated. One is the accuracy of the
incomes of the richest few per cent of house-
holds, which are crucial for overall inequality
statistics but less important for poverty find-
ings. Probably the most important problem is
that benefit income is known to be underesti-
mated overall.

‘Missing’ benefit income
In The Living Standards Audit 2018, I looked at
the total benefit income that the survey sug-
gests was received in 2016/17 – totalling £170
billion. But we know that the government spent
£214 billion on benefits in that year. So why is
£44 billion missing?

One reason for ‘missing spending’ is that the
household survey does not represent the non-
household population or, for example, state
pension spending that goes overseas. People in
care homes or student halls of residence, or
people who are sleeping rough are not included
(and so have never been included in poverty
numbers, incidentally). But this only explains a
fraction of the difference. Even after accounting
for this, a gap of around £37 billion remains: a
huge sum.

The likeliest cause is simply people giving incor-
rect information. They might, for example, forget
that they receive housing benefit, underesti-
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Poverty is unsurprisingly revised down by this
method in every year since 1994/95 (when this
data starts). But, crucially, the degree of inaccu-
racy has changed over time. Around the turn of
the millennium, under 10 per cent of benefit
spending was missing from the survey. But by
2015/16 that had risen to 19 per cent. Relative
to reported household income, missing benefit
income more than doubled from 1.8 per cent of
income in 1999/00 to 4.1 per cent a decade later.

mate their receipt of tax credits, be reticent as a
result of stigma attached to certain benefits, or
simply get bored with answering an interview-
er’s questions in detail. This is a problem across
surveys, and indeed across countries – with
similar findings in the US.

To really know what effect this missing spend-
ing has on poverty and other income statistics,
we would need to know who is under-reporting
benefit income in the survey, and by how much.
We (as non-governmental researchers) cannot
know that. But The Living Standards Audit 2018
presents a best guess, with a method for dis-
tributing that £37 billion between households.

Poverty in 2016/17
The results of this adjustment for 2016/17 are
shown in Figure 2. Overall, it leads to the num-
ber of people in relative poverty (excluding
Northern Ireland) being revised down by 2.5 mil-
lion – from 13.9 million to 11.4 million. As a
share of the population, that is a fall from 22 per
cent to 18 per cent, with the share of children in
poverty falling from 30 per cent to 24 per cent.
The share of pensioners falls even more sharply
due to the importance of benefit income for this
group.

Clearly, these are reasonably large statistical
revisions – both in terms of levels of poverty and
who is most likely to be in poverty – even if they
do not change the actual reality of UK poverty.
And these changes come despite the fact that
the relative poverty line is itself revised up by
our adjustment, as accounting for missing ben-
efit income pushes up median income too.

These estimates should not be considered the
last word on this subject. This research
inevitably involves some big simplifications in
guessing which particular households in the
survey are under-reporting and by how much.
Hopefully, within a few years, the government
will be able to do better. The Department for
Work and Pensions has the advantage of
administrative data on benefit receipt (as well as
earnings), which it can now link to people’s sur-
vey responses. Work to do this should – even-
tually – greatly improve our knowledge of
household incomes and should be wholeheart-
edly welcomed. While we wait, however, the
statistics above are hopefully a good first guess
of where this process might lead.

The survey data has worsened over time
That is the story for poverty levels in 2016/17.
But correcting for benefit under-reporting has
big implications for historical trends too.
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Figure 1: Missing benefit spending in the household income data 

Source: Resolution Foundation analysis of Department for Work and Pensions, Households Below Average Income 
dataset; and Department for Work and Pensions, Benefit Expenditure and Caseload Tables: Spring Statement 2018
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Figure 2: Poverty before and after adjusting for benefit under-reporting 

Source: Department for Work and Pensions, Households Below Average Income dataset, plus Resolution 
Foundation analysis
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1998/99 to two million in 2004/05. Again, these
findings will not be the final word here, but the
amount of headroom against the ‘one quarter’
goal is striking.

So it is quite possible that a great deal of debate
in the 2000s was misplaced, thanks to faulty
statistics. And without accurate statistics it is
harder to come to the best conclusions about
public policy. For one, these findings give extra
support to the idea that poverty goals, plus a
concerted effort backed up by government
spending, really can achieve substantial and
rapid change.

Looking next at the 2010 target, to reduce child
poverty by a half, our adjustment suggests this
was still missed, though far more narrowly than
thought. A rise in poverty between 2004/05 and
2007/08 is still evident, as benefits were no
longer increased faster than the relative poverty
line, among other reasons. It took the recession,
together with large benefit increases in 2008/09
and 2009/10, to bring relative poverty close to
that goal.

Recent and future poverty rises
As well as underestimating past falls in child
poverty when benefits were increased, it is like-
ly that the official data is now underestimating
rises in poverty as benefits are frozen or cut. If
survey data did not record benefit income well
in the first place, it will make less difference to
the statistics when that income is taken away.
Note in Figure 4 that child poverty rates in
2016/17 were little changed overall from pre-

There are a number of reasons for the increas-
ing scale of this problem. One is simply that
benefits became more important in the 2000s.
Another is that spending shifted towards new
benefits, such as tax credits, that were less well
recorded either because they were more com-
plicated or simply by virtue of being new. And
finally, there was also a decline in reporting
accuracy within many benefits over time.

Implications for child poverty targets
These changes over time – even more than
inaccuracy in any single year – are a significant
problem. This is particularly true given that this
Family Resources Survey data (which is the
backbone of the Households Below Average
Income release) was how progress against gov-
ernment child poverty goals was measured.

You may well remember the Labour govern-
ment’s goal of reducing the number of children
in poverty by a quarter by 2004/05, relative to a
baseline of 1998/99. You may even remember
headlines noting that ‘government misses
poverty target’. But as Figure 4 shows, our
adjusted statistics – which match how much
was actually spent on benefits – suggest it is
likely that this target was in fact met. This is
true, even after taking into account that poverty
in the baseline year of 1998/99 was lower too. 

While the existing statistics give a child poverty
reduction of 21 per cent over those years
(before housing costs), the adjusted data sug-
gests an even larger fall of 35 per cent – from
around three million children in poverty in
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Figure 3: The scale of benefit under-reporting in surveys over time 

Note: Net income here is before housing costs

Source: Resolution Foundation analysis of Department for Work and Pensions, Family Resources Survey and Households Below Average
Income dataset; and Department for Work and Pensions, Benefit Expenditure and Caseload Tables: Spring Statement 2018
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Cash transfers are

even more effective

at reducing poverty

than we thought

Indeed, the report also shows that the cost of
pushing everyone above the relative poverty line
would have been £27 billion in 2016/17. This is
a huge sum, but not unthinkable: at 1.4 per cent
of GDP it would only require the proceeds of a
single year of typical economic growth. While
that is merely a thought experiment rather than
a specific policy recommendation, it again shows
that with political will, large falls in poverty would
be deliverable.

On the statistical side, measuring poverty more
accurately will be rather cheaper than actually
slashing poverty – though perhaps technically
harder! Both the Department for Work and
Pensions and the Office for National Statistics
have announced plans to explore major
methodological changes that would deal with
the problems explored here. These may lead to
historical revisions within the next few years.
This reflects both growing capabilities in using
big data – in this case administrative records –
and an acceptance that aggregate economic
statistics like GDP, while very important, are not
sufficient. The distribution of income, including
poverty, matters enormously to people’s real
lives, and the quality of statistics should reflect
this.  ■

Adam Corlett is Senior Economic Analyst at the Resolution
Foundation

The Living Standards Audit 2018, by Adam Corlett, Stephen
Clarke, Conor D’Arcy and John Wood, is published by the
Resolution Foundation, July 2018

crisis levels, either way. But the magnitude of
the increase since 2010/11 has been greater in
our adjusted series. 

And this is a problem that is likely to continue as
new benefit cuts are rolled out. Data for
2017/18 is not out yet, but our modelling sug-
gests poverty rose sharply, thanks especially to
the benefits freeze and high inflation. The offi-
cial statistics are unlikely, however, to fully
reflect the real-world impact of these benefit
changes over the next few years.

Conclusions for politicians and
statisticians
Changes in the (admittedly nerdy) area of
household income statistics are not going to
directly improve people’s lives. Even if 2.5 mil-
lion fewer people were classed as being in
poverty, it would not change real-life conditions.
But getting the statistics right is still important:
not just for giving an accurate picture of Britain
and allowing meaningful political debate, but
also for showing which policies work and which
do not. 

For policymakers, one conclusion must be that
cash transfers are even more effective at reduc-
ing poverty than we thought. I would even argue
that, to a large extent, the level of relative poverty
is therefore a choice for politicians and voters.
The policy levers to change it are now well known
and well tested. Of course, there are always
trade-offs and differing priorities, but the histor-
ical data makes it hard to argue that politicians
could not reduce poverty if they wanted to. 
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Figure 4: Child poverty over time, before and after adjusting for benefit under-reporting

Note: The government’s targets were for a reduction in child poverty of a quarter by 2004/05 and a half by 2010/11, relative to 1998/99. 
As our figures adjust the poverty rate in 1998/99, we also adjusted targets.

Source: Department for Work and Pensions, Households Below Average Income dataset, plus Resolution Foundation analysis
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